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Everyone knows how Maya archaeology is
done: find a mass of ruined temples clothed in
trees and vines, hack away for months to clear
the place and get a camp established, then
deploy a huge crew of excavators to reveal the
ancient buildings in all their splendour and
probe each structure's history. Because we are
Mayanists, this must be a fair description of our
I99I season at San Pedro, must it not? Not on
your tintype -- or perhaps not on your holo-
gram, given the age in which we live. San
Pedro is Maya archaeology of a different sort
4[o_gether, far more frustrating in most respects
than anything the most isolated jungle site can
toss at an unwary archaeologist.

The San Pedro site lacks everything one nor-
mally associates with ancient Maya commu-
nities. Originally a village of thatched struc-
tures strung along the beach ridge on the wind-
ward side of Ambergris Caye, it now consists
of a metre or so of dark brown soil, the product
of many years of living by a good many fami-
lies. Excavation of a metre-thick midden
deposit scarcely seems the challenging stuff of
which glorious tales are concocted, but the chal-

lenge is there: the ancient site lies concealed
beneath the modern fishing and resort town of
San Pedro.

The tale of ancient San Pedro began last
sqrson, when we sandwiched salvage of materi-
al from three construction sites in among the
days spent at the Marco Gonzalez site (Archae-
ological Newsletter, No. 41, Nov. 1990). The
evenings and Sundays spent in collecting mate-
rial from foundation trenches and backdirt piles
told us that San Pedro was settled around AD
1400, shared storage-jar andolher pottery styles
with Lamanai in the sixteenth century, and -- to
our great surprise -- had survived into the His-
toric period. Among the sherds we gathered up
were two pieces of Spanish olive jar, a clear
indication that the village was still in existence
sometime after 1544, though it is not listed in
any known Spanish records. Our hope in
returning this year was to confirm the picture
painted by the salvaged material and to gain a
proper sense of the site's character through
controlled excavation. We also knew from the
1990 work that burials occurred in abundance in
more than one spot, so we anticipated being



able to add to the sample of about a dozen
individuals recovered in foundation digging.

After suffering several landowners' denial of
permission to excavate, the project sputtered
into existence in June through the kindness of
Don Rafael Nufiez and his wife Olguita, who
offered us the opportunity to excavate in and
around a concrete building that was slowly
filling almost every square centimetre of their
land. For one week we concentrated on the
Nuflez property, where it seemed that every
deep foundation trench struck a burial. We had
recovered four burials, to the increasing interest
of passing schoolchildren and tourists, and we
were poised to open a trench in what appeared
to be the most promising part of the property
when the contractor, chafing at delays and
crowding caused by our work, ordered us off
the property. Don Rafael and Olguita were
chagrinned at this turn of events, but in our
absence they kept watch on the work and
recovered what they could, as did some of the
workmen. fn the end we had one more burial
plus another sherd of Spanish olive jar to add to
the important lot of material that had come out
of the Nufiez land.

When the Nufrez opportunity evanesced we
acted on the generous offer of Dofra Elvia
Staine and moved to property that was about to
begin service as a septic-tank field for her well-
known restaurant, Elvi's. At this stage our
entire project consisted of a single metre-wide
trench, 4.5 metres long, in a deposit that was
disturbed at one end and appeared not to be as
deep elsewhere as what we had seen on the
Nufrez land. In order to expand the work
beyond this depressingly small unit we began
excavation in the northwestern corner of the
town proper, on a spot well known to locals for
its dark earth and archaeological content.
Dubbed "Rosalita's" for the name of its occu-
pmt, the land lay outside the area of greatest
threat to the site but had the major advantage of
being largely free of buildings. On the negative

side, though, it had all been rototilledr so the
hope of finding undisturbed material was gone.

The original schedule for work at Rbsalita's
called for the entire staff and crew, all nine of
us, to concentrate on the locale until another
could be found for investigation. But because
a septic-tank trench on Doffa Elvia's property
had revealed parts of a burial, we decided to
spend one last day in recovering the remainder
of the bones. Like most such decisions in
archaeology, this one had an outcome very far
from what we expected. Work on the burial
revealed a well preserved packed-earth house
floor, which we proceeded to clear wherever it
had not been destroyed by the septic-tank
excavation and modern garbage pits.

In the end we had not only a fair portion of
the floor but also five burials from under and
around the structure. Interment of the dead
beneath house floors was apparently common in
San Pedro, as it was at Marco Gonzalez and at
some mainland centres. Though only one
burial, the first discovered, was accompanied
by a pottery vessel, it was clear from the sherd
yield that we were dealing with a late prehistor-
ic or early Spanish period residence. This
heightened the frustration caused by running out
of floor and into plastic and Coke botfles, but
in this sort of archaeology one must learn to
accept the obvious fact that every human occu-
pation will disrupt evidence of what has gone
before.

Meanwhile, at Rosalita's and next door,
where we dug alongside and beneath the Eddie
Holiday home, an entirely different picture was
emerging. Scattered in the upper part of the
midden was material of twelfth and thirteenth
century date, similar to that found at Marco
Gonzalez and Lamanai, but most of the pottery
came from the tenth' century and earlier.
Despite the rototilling we managed to clear a
probable house floor and seven burials, and we
also encountered one of those things that haunt
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Fig. 1: Some o! gq San Pedro benefactors! L to R: Rosalita pg.rtillq; Rafael and Olguitr Nuflez;
George Parham R), itrating hands with San pedro's maior, Citerto COmi".
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all archaeologists: an inexplicable feature. The
enigmatic bathtub-like stone construction,
plastered on the interior, was partly dug into
beach sand and filled with ash, stones, and
masses of poorly fired thin sherds. Clearly
visible to passersby (whose numbers increased
daily), it became the focus of every question-
and-answer session.r The trouble was that the
question was always the same: "What is that?',,
and the answer was never forthcoming.

With a good sample in hand from an area
that would clearly wuurant further work in the
future, the project moved back late in the
season to the intended area of concentration in
the centre of town. We were very fortunate
indeed to have Gporge Parham and his wife
Marie give us permission to dig in two areas of
their property, the Sands Hotel. The south side
of the hotel land abuts the principal 1990 sal-
vage site, where a concrete building now
stands; the north side edges two pieces of land
very likely to be important parts of the site, one
completely covered with a store and hotel and
the other not open to us through the owner?s
decision. Hence the Sands, which backs onto
the Nufrez land, is a critical part of ancient San
Pedro's central zone.

The first large area opened was as near the
property's southern limit as we could get with-
out risking collapse of the concrete property
wall. We had the usual strata of modern to
Victorian refuse to cut through, but these also
contained Maya material because the nineteenth
and twentieth century garbage pits ffe, of
course, dug into the ancient midden. Sadly, it
is the latest facet of ancient San Pedro that is
most likely to be disturbed because it is closest
to the surface; evidence of this consisted of
more Spanish sherds among English earthen-
ware and bits of glass. Beneath all this,
though, we came upon remains of a house
floor, with a packed sand perimeter surface that
capped the burial of a very young infant.
Midden-continued below _the floorand hey.ond
its limits, and at a point perilously close to the
line of the concrete wall we encountered a
nearly whole tripod chile-grinding bowl, dis-
carded because it had been struck on the rim
and cracked partyal through the body. The
bowl and serferal other partly reconstructible
vessels undsrscored the loss in 1990 when the
adjoining pprt of the midden was swept away
during construction.

The second area open for digging at the
v



Sands seemed to be a near-copy of our first
effort on Dofra Elyia's property -- a trench one
metre wide and four metres long. It, too, had
seen modern disturbance at one end, so the
effective trench length was reduced to 3.5 m.
Sherds from the upper part of the deposit told
essentially the same story as those from the
southern unit, and the presence of another
house floor in the area was more of a frustra=
tion than anything else because we could see so
little of it. When we reached beach sand in the
trench's south end we appeared to be about a
day from completion of the work, but we were
far from it. As work progressed farther north
we struck a burial. In clearing that burial we
encountered a second. Widening of the trench
to reveal more of the second revealed a third,
then a fourth. Preparation of a working areil
next to the burials struck a fifth, and then a
sixth. Slight undercutting of the trench wall to
clear the sixth revealed a seventh, then an
eighth, and finally a ninth, the last (whew!!) of
the lot. Contained in an area just two metres
long by I25 cm wide at its widest point, the
burials were about as cramped and difficult a
lot as anyone could hope, or fear, to excavate.

Fig. 2: Some of the Sands Hotel burials await
removal

Fig. 3: A dog
eff,rgy jar, one
of the miniature
vessels from a
Sands burial.

The cramming of so many burials into so
small a space was not a one-time effort as a
result of epidemic illness, but rather a sequence
of interments below an excellently preserved
house floor. The restricted space surely tells us
that something in the house, which we shall
never be able to identify, dictated choice of
burial spot. The adults in the group are all
extremely large by Maya standards, which
suggests that the entire lot may have been
members of a single family. Only one had
been accompanied by objects, a group of as
many as fourteen miniature jars and bowls.
Unfortunately later grave and posthole digging
scattered fragments of the vessels very widely,
so that only a few are partially reconstructible.
Nonetheless, they tell us that some members of
the late prehistoric community were indeed
interred with grave goods, so the possibility
exists of adding to the ceramic inventory with
further burial discoveries.

The potential in future work on the site is
made even more tantalizing by Mr Parham's
willingness to have us move a lightweight
building that stands next to our trench, so that
we can extend the excavation next year. We
certainly hope to be able to return to continue
work at the Sands, and perhaps on nearby
properties, in L992. What we have learnt this
yeqr, when fitted together with erridence from
elsewhere beneath the town, should make a
mosaic that, though it will inevitably be missing
many pieces, will constitute a very real addition
to our knowledge of ancient Maya life.










